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Abstract: Marble reserves are the most valuable asset of every marble company. That is why it is very 

important evaluation of the reserves to be undertaken in such a manner that will gave as full and precise picture 

of them. The Geological Department in AD Mermeren Kombina Prilep is implementing quantitative evaluation 

of marble according to the existing law regulations in the country and also to be compliant with the International 

standards for reporting on mineral resources and reserves. That’s why we have established this Procedure for 

marble characterization.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The ultimate aim of the quantitative evaluation of marble resources and reserves that is 

implemented by the Geological Department is to define new reserves and to achieve a better 

quantitative evaluation of the existing quarries and reserves. The area for investigation, the 

network, the depth as well as the technical characteristics of the planned drilling holes (DH) 

are defined according to the state-of-the-art principles of the geological science and taking 

into consideration all the geological data of the areas and needs for planning the mining 

operations in the quarry.   

The data out of the DH are very important, since they provide as with fundamental input to 

define the economic feasibility of the exploitation of the marble areas and define strategic 

decisions for the company (profitability, needs for investments, production capacity etc).  

In any case, marble reserves are the most important asset of the marble companies. 

Consequently, is of crucial importance to know in the most accurate way the total reserves 

that are related directly with the technical, economic and financial sustainability of the 

company. 

To achieve the above aimed goals the following requirements have been set, namely: 

1. The Geological department is regarded as an important link in the organizational structure 

of the AD Mermeren Kombinat Prilep. 

2. To accomplish the tasks and the goals that are related with the Geological Department, all 

the necessary funds and tools are timely provided to the department and all the professional 



tools are top of the class (GPS device, geological compass, mining and geological software 

and etc.). 

3. The Geological Department has a very active role in the necessary decisions that are 

connected or directly refer to its work goals and tasks as well as with those directly related to 

the Department for Planning and Development. 

 

METHODS 
 

At the end of the year, Head of the Geological Department, for the next year, prepares plan 

for the geological research of the quarry. This research program is planned based on the 

observations in the field, geological maps and existing DH in the quarry. This plan includes 

maps of all the areas that are going to be explored, also includes total numbers of the 

boreholes with depths and locations, and also other methods of geological research like 

laboratory tests or use of geophysical methods and other Each DH has a unique code of the 

type borehole number/ number of the quarry/ year when was drilled (exam. DH102/5/13). 

The Surveying Department puts on the field the position that the DH should be implemented 

based on the map position. When the borehole is finished than the Head of Geological 

Department informs the surveyors to measure again the final exact position of that borehole. 

These are the coordinates that are final and this coordinates are putted in the excel file that is 

characteristic for each DH. 

In order to be more easy to implement the data of each borehole in the geological software, 

that we use to prepare block model, in which we will calculate the potentials reserves of 

marble and to find the zones with the quality marble within the quarry the Head of Geological 

Department fills the script with geological description of every borehole in an appropriate 

excel format for subsequent use as an input file to the block model programme (pic.1).     

 

Picture 1 

The necessary experience and knowledge possessed by Head of the Geological Department 

that has been acquired through many years of experience in marble panel extraction and 

characterization, allows the appropriate characterization of the drill cores regarding the 

commercial quality of the marble and geological criteria. (Appleyard G.R. 2001)   



 

For better differentiation of the main joints in this procedure we map them with different 

color. For so called „VERSO”-joints or bedding joints we use green color marker; for 

„CONTRO”-joints or joints that are perpendicular to the bedding we use red color marker 

and for the „SECONDO”-joints which are sub-vertical or vertical joints we use blue color 

marker (Picture 2).  

 

Picture 2 

All the recovered cores from the borehole are kept in wooden boxes with a length of 2 m that 

allow 3 samples (6 meters in total). Each of these boxes is put in a certain area and a photo is 

taken by the Head of Geological Department. The photos are kept in a folder in company’s 

P/C. The boxes are kept in an area and they are never disposed.Upon finalization of the 

methodology used to characterize the marble cores extracted from boreholes that are properly 

and safely preserved and their subsequent insertion into excel file format, then this 

characterization should not change, because any alteration of the results can affect the model 

calculation of the estimated marble resources. These calculations are used as the fundamental 

tool for the mid and long term strategies of the Company. Consequently, any changes can 

potentially mislead the management to take wrong decisions and create big financial losses to 

the Company. In any case the need even for minor changes must be reported immediately to 

higher responsible managers in order to align the strategies accordingly. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

RESULTS AND DISCUSIONS 
 

The two most important parameters for the classification of the marble included in this 

Procedure for marble, classification are: 

  1. Coloration is the main parameter for the classification of the marble, since this defines 

whether a material is commercial or not, and if the material is white than selling price is 

much higher. Therefore, the proper description of the colour of the DH is essential for the 

future strategic plans for the quarry development as it is also and for the company, and any 

mistakes or modifications of the data can lead the management to make wrong business 

decisions that will cost financially the company. (Петрушев Е.,Столиќ Н.2012)   

The coloration of the marble from the boreholes are classified in four (4) basic colours 

categories (as shown in Picture 3) which are based on commercial categories of marble that 

are sold  in AD Mermeren Kombinat Prilep as following: 

1. A - white, high quality marble 

2. B - white marble with rare coloring and veins 

3. C- blurred marble with strong coloring veins  

4. CX – colored marble 

A and B classes are commercial material which are high quality material and are top selling 

products, C class is commercial material with very small value and CX category is not an 

commercial material and can be considered as waste. 

 

Picture 3 

 

 

 

 



2.  Second very important parameter that is used for description of the boreholes in this 

Procedure is Rock Quality Designation (RQD). (Deere, D.U. and Deere, D.W. 1988)  

The RQD (Picture 4) provides a subjective estimate of rock mass quality based on a modified 

core recovery percentage from a double or triple tube diamond core barrel. The RQD is found 

by integrating all spacing values above 0.1 m and expressing the resultant value as a 

proportion of the summed length of all spacing values, in the following manner:  

 

RQD (%) = 100 x Length of Core in pieces > 10cm / Length of Core Barrel 

Mechanical breaks caused by drilling or handling of cores should not be included in the RQD 

calculation.  

 

 

Picture 4 

Based on the values of RQD we have distinguished five categories of marble from the 

boreholes drilled:  

1. Very poor  (RQD 0-25%) 

2. Poor  (RQD (25-50%) 

3. Fair  (RQD 50-75%) 

4. Good  (RQD 75-90%) 

5. Excellent  (RQD 90-100%) 

The first two categories with RQD between 0 and 50 % are with no commercial value for 

producing marble blocks of any size, and so they are considered as a waste, although they can 

be used for producing crashed aggregates. From the third category with RQD between 50 and 

75 % we can have only small size blocks with little commercial value. Commercial blocks 



with medium or large sizes are excavated from the other two categories with RQD from 75 to 

100 %.( Deere D.U. 1989)   

In any case the norms for the description of the boreholes are established as above and then 

should be applied with transparency, materiality, and competence. Transparency in a way to 

be explicit, concise and without any kind of ambiguity. Materiality in order to be applied to 

relevant, fundamental and essential aspects associated with the definition and certification of 

Mineral Prospects, Resources and Reserves. Competence, because they must be prepared by 

qualified and competent professional who is subjected and ruled by Ethical and Professional 

Codes of Conduct. That’s way there is no space for any data manipulation or alteration to be 

done since they are against the main principles described above and can lead to that we will 

have unreliable results, and they can mislead the future planning and strategic decision of the 

company.(JORC code 2012 edition)  

 

-RESOURCES MODELLING  

 

All the above procedures are designed to be able to implement them in Datamine™ software 

(CAE Mining,Canada) that will help in the strategic planning of the excavation in the future. 

From the geological data collected and implemented in the software we will prepare a block 

model for calculating the reserves by colour and RQD. From this block model we can give 

directions for the mining operations and to optimize the production of marble blocks with 

high quality. 

A block model is a small-scale representation of a real situation. These models must be 

prepared and designed in a way to be easily understandable for any one who will make 

decisions based on them.  

Block models represent three-dimensional shapes, volumes, tonnages and grades of solids 

such as yield zones, waste zones and other volumes of geological or mineralogical interest. 

Block models consist of blocks, which are cubes or cuboids, stacked together to fill the 

defined volume as closely as the block sizing criteria will allow. 

This software gives as many options for interpretation of the geological data collected both 

from the boreholes and other geological field work like measuring the joints and 

implementing them in the software so we can have more better picture in 3-d of the quarry. 

Also there possibilities that based on the block model that we have, we can predict monthly 

production and also qualities of the marble that we will have that month. Wealth of options is 

allowed by the software when it comes to formatting the display of geological block model 

data. The VR window (Picture 5) provides its own set of unique visualization options. Two 

such options are the ability to view a block model as a quick section or an intersection 

(Pictures 5 and 6).(Datamine Studio 3D User Guide, 2010)  



 

Picture 5 

 

Picture 6 

Different colors represent different classified qualities based on the description of the 

boreholes. Consequently, any non-properly recorder data and much more any 

reclassifications done in the records of the boreholes can mislead the companymanagement 

and result to a non-economic basis operations of the Company. For example, the technical 

feasibility and economic viability study of an area that has been defined based on the 

descriptions of the color of boreholes and the contributions margins of each category, can be 

totally altered in cases of reclassification from one commercial category to another or even 

more from a commercial to a non- commercial category.  
 



 

Picture 7 

In the picture 7 we have presented plan view of the block model of the certain area, and we 

can see how well and clearly the different zones of qualities of marble are represented. These 

possibilities and also the other additional futures of the software like pit optimization, 

designing the open pit in such manner to have optimum recovery of the material, when you 

have proper data inputted makes this tool very important. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Having a top of the class geological software itself does not means that it will gave us the 

desired results. For me it’s the quality of the data entered in the software what matters most. 

This procedure described above and going by the directions that are included in her, gives as 

very large certainty that data entered in the software will be without errors that can lead as to 

make wrong decisions that eventually will cost us financially. 

Having a procedure for geological data for me it’s one of the crucial things in every company 

that works with minerals and ores. However, this procedure must be adjusted to the mineral 

resource that is investigated or mined, because of the different parameters that are important 

for every mineral deposit.  

The above described procedures give us very good base for categorization of the architectural 

stones like marble, because in this area main criteria for determining the quality of the deposit 

are coloration and compactness of the material in that deposit.   
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